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Besides its’ excellent fireproof performance, Fireproof ACP has 

many other characteristics, such as high rigidity, low light, 

corrosion resistance, machinability. The continous rolling 

coating technology enuse the surface with even coating 

thickness, consistant color.

®WILLSTRONG  fr ACP

As a kind of natural corrosion resistance material, Titanium zinc 

is widely used in European countries for roofings, and wall 

caldding. The pre-weathering layer on the surface can 

effectively allow the zinc present it distinctive color and style 

for about 80 to 100 years. By quoting the sandwich structure, 

WILLSTRONG® fr ZCP offer better smoothness surface and 

rigidity. 

®WILLSTRONG  fr ZCP

Fireproof Copper Composite panel has the characteristics of 

copper, strong antibacterial and excellent corrosion resistance, 

perfect flatness and easy for machine-shaping. Due to its 

composite structure, more precious copper saved than single 

copper plate. The surface also can be colored as copper green, 

bronze, etc. Besides, the color will change as time went by,  your 

building will have endless vitality and eventually become a 

classic.

®WILLSTRONG  fr CCP

Stainless-steel composite Panel can not only bring the 

bright color of stainless steel, but also maintain the 

characters of composite panel, such as light weight, high 

rigidity, easy processing. It’s also identified as an 

excellent functional fireproof composite panel.

®WILLSTRONG  fr SSCP
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